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NA-NDB-PRO NA-NSA-PRO-EU NA-NIS-01-PRO NA-NCO-PRO

Netatmo connected safety devices
smart video doorbell, smoke alarm, indoor siren and carbon monoxide alarm

Pack Cat.Nos Smart video doorbell

1 NA-NDB-PRO1 Smart video doorbell for outdoor
installation
Allows you to receive a video call on your
smartphone when someone rings the
doorbell
Equipped with Camera:
2 megapixels, 5x digital zoom. HDR
function of automatic adaptation to lighting
conditions. Infrared night vision
even in conditions of total absence of
brightness
Video:
Full HD 1080 p, portrait format 9:16. Field
of view: 140° diagonal. Sound: high-quality
speaker and microphone. Night vision:
Infrared LED Operating temperature:
-10° to 40° C. Weather resistant: HZO
protection and IP44 certification
Power supply: 8-24 VA & 230 VA;
minimum 8 VA. Local storage on microSD
memory card and optional storage on
Dropbox or FTP server MicroSD
card up to 32 GB (class 10). Data
protection with encrypted connection for
the highest level of privacy
Requirements:
high speed internet access. The minimum
required upload and download speed is
25 KB/s. Hotspots are not supported.
Wireless specifications: Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n
(2.4 GHz), Open/WEP/WPA/WPA2-
personal. Operation via Home +
Security app (iOS 10 required minimum -
Android 5.0 required minimum)
Compatible with Apple HomeKit, Google
Assistant and Amazon Alexa

Smart smoke alarm

1 NA-NSA-PRO-EU1 Smart Smoke Alarm with 85 dB alarm,
high performance photoelectric sensor,
average coverage 50 m². When it detects
the presence of smoke, it activates its
85-decibel alarm and immediately alerts
you to your smartphone
It is equipped with a 10-year battery - the
maximum lifetime for all smoke detectors
The Self-Test feature checks if the Smart
Smoke Alarm is functioning correctly
If it detects a problem, it sends a
notification to your smartphone. Reliability
guaranteed by CE (EN 14604) and NF
certifications. Standalone device, no hub
required. Compatible with Apple HomeKit
Operation via the Home + Security app.
Requirements: High-speed wireless
internet connection needed. Public
hotspots not supported. The Smart Smoke
Alarm will detect smoke and will sound
even if the Wi-Fi isn’t configured
However, you will need Wi-Fi to receive
smartphone alerts. Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n
(2.4 GHz), Open/WEP/WPA/ WPA2-
Personal, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)

Pack Cat.Nos Smart indoor siren

1 NA-NIS-01-PRO1 Smart indoor siren with 110 dB alarm,
prerecorded sounds and vibration sensor
for tamper detection. Battery power supply
or with a cable (not supplied) using the
USB micro port
It only works with the smart indoor camera
and must be installed in the same room:
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) wireless
connection with the smart indoor camera
Declaration of conformity and FCC
declarations. Open-source compatibility
Operation using the Home + Security app.

Smart carbon monoxide alarm

1 NA-NCO-PRO1 Smart carbon monoxide alarm / detector
for wall installation
It allows to monitor the fuel-burning
appliances (boiler, fireplace, wood-burning
stove, gas cooker, etc.) by measuring, in
real time, the levels of carbon monoxide,
which is an invisible, odourless and
potentially fatal gas
When it detects the presence of carbon
monoxide, it activates its 85-decibel
alarm and immediately alerts you to your
smartphone
It is equipped with a 10-year battery - the
maximum lifetime for all carbon monoxide
detectors
The Self-Test feature checks if the Smart
Carbon Monoxide Alarm is functioning
correctly
If it detects a problem, it sends a
notification to your smartphone. Reliability
guaranteed by CE (EN 50291) and
NF certifications. Standalone device, no
hub required. Compatible with Apple
HomeKit
Operation via the Home + Security app.
Requirements:
High-speed wireless internet connection
needed
Public hotspots not supported
The Smart Carbon Monoxide Alarm will
detect Carbon Monoxide and will sound
even if the Wi-Fi isn’t configured. However,
you will need Wi-Fi to receive smartphone
alerts
Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n (2.4 GHz), Open/WEP/
WPA/WPA2-Personal, Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE)

1: The products available in your country are subject
to local regulations. The Catalogue numbers may be
different from those presented in the international
catalogue. Please contact your local agency

App. Home + Security available on
Google Play and the App Store
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